


Agenda

9:10 – Opening Remarks
9:15 – The New Assist

9:30 – Putting Purpose First: Orientation 2019 in Context

10:00 – Table Talk: What’s Your Purpose
10:20 – Golden Eagle Orientation 2019 Demo

11:00 – Student Views: Finding Connection & Direction at Orientation 

11:15 – Putting Purpose First at Orientation
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Math Pathways Co-Requisite Support

• Students are now advised to enroll in the Math Pathway most appropriate for their freshman 
major choice, whether calculus-based, stats-based, or quantitative reasoning for everyday life. 

• Students needing additional math support now receive it via co-requisite classes – with 
additional advising and support provided via Smart Start.

• 77% of Fall 2018 First Time Freshmen have already completed the Quantitative Reasoning  
(B4) GE requirement by the end of their first semester. (By comparison, 57% of 2017 FTF had 
completed QR by the beginning of Fall 2018).



“15 to Finish”

• During Orientation last summer, we strongly promoted reasons why it was advantageous 
for students to enroll in a full load of 15 units or more.

• As of Census Fall 2018, 68% of First-Time Freshmen were enrolled in 15 units or more (vs. 
43% in Fall 2017). First-time Freshmen average unit load was 14.7 in Fall 2018 (up from 
13.8 in Fall 2017).

• Proactive advising efforts, online tools (such as Degree Planner), and ongoing messaging 
helped to continuously promote the message.

• This was augmented by a summer enrollment campaign linked to completing 30 units each 
academic year, even for students who had NOT enrolled in 15 units in fall.



Academic Maps with Proactive Advising

• Degree Planner is available for all undergraduate majors, minors and certificates for students 
who don’t have any quarter credit.

• 95% of our lower division students are eligible to use the planner and 50% of our upper 
classmen.  All of our new Fall 18 freshmen and transfers were eligible.

• Advising Centers have focused on use of the planner by new students:

• 87% of the Fall 18 entering freshmen have a degree plan.

• 92% of the Fall 18 entering transfers have a degree plan.

• 85% of all undergrads eligible to use the planner have a plan.



Academic Maps with Proactive Advising

•We continue our efforts to integrate proactive outreach, advising, and campaigning 
aimed at students identified via the EAB platform.

• Success Markers

•Major Specific Criteria (and other critical courses)

• This includes outreach to students who are “off-track” in terms of academic progress 
and performance, but also affirmative messaging to students making successful 
progress toward their degrees.



Momentum Year

In the first year of enrollment, students who...

• Earn 30 credits in their first year

• Complete math and English gateway courses

• Enter a program of study

• Complete nine program credits

...are far more likely to graduate!  
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Purpose
First

Higher education should be a launching pad toward a 
meaningful career, empowering students with the 
knowledge to make informed choices, the structures to 
explore available opportunities, and the tools needed for 
success.

Career exploration and planning must be intentional and 
start early in the educational experience.

Students should be supported in developing a sense of 
career purpose prior to making a significant decision about 
their major.



Uninformed decisions about purpose . . .

• Too many major options

• Little alignment with interests and values

• Little understanding of career implications



. . . Lead to significant negative impact on 
student outcomes.

•Major switching

• Excess credits

• Longer time-to-degree

• Extra costs

• “Some college, no degree”

•Unsuccessful career launch

• Persistent achievement gap



Starting with the Dream in Mind

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AMNP8Es7FmQ

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AMNP8Es7FmQ
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Table Talk (Ten Minutes) 

o What was YOUR purpose when you started college?

o Did your sense of your purpose change between Orientation and 
Graduation?

o What classes, activities, or experiences helped you to confirm your 
purpose?
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Orientation Slides

o Orientation Advising Slide Deck
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Questions

o Introductions
o Starting Your Journey: Orientation Experiences

o Finding Your Purpose

o Maintaining Momentum
o Your Advising Experiences
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Purpose

“The strongest advising programs don’t only tell students what they 
want to hear; they also remind students of the stakes . . .[Advisors try 
to help students] understand what they will face . . .”

--Felecia Nave, Provost, North Carolina Central University

In Leonhardt and Chinoy, “The College Dropout Crisis”

https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2019/05/23/opinion/sunday/coll
ege-graduation-rates-ranking.html



Discussion

We’ve made great advances at Orientation in helping students to select a full 
load (15+ units) of meaningful first semester courses, but one big challenge 
remains: nudging students to select an actual schedule. Students are often 
either overcome by indecision – they may face “choice paralysis,” become 
frustrated by class offerings at times they don’t like, or ….[your idea here].

o Step 1:Discussion

o As a table, identify a scheduling “problem” that students face at 
Orientation.



Role Play

o Step 2: Role play: 

o Keeping in mind the importance of “Purpose First”, demonstrate how 
you would assist a student who is struggling to select a schedule. 

o How would you help them to see their schedule in a way that helps them 
think meaningfully about the time they’ll be spending both in and out of 
class during their first semester at Cal State LA? 


